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Baseline vs. Small & Big Recommendation Proﬁles























































S10*      T1        T2 T3*
 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Never
A few times a year
A few times a month
A few times a week
Nearly everyday































more diversity & choice confidence
Behavioural Recommender
less effort required & mot trustful
Baseline, search & browse               Small profile recommendations (<20 books)
* significant at the 0.05 level    Big profile recommendations (+20 books)
Explicit Ratings 
Today’s	recommenders	rely	on	explicitly	expressed	ratings	of	items•	
current recommender systems
Search & Browse
First	online	shops	provided	categories	to	be	browsed•	
Search	tools	rapidly	followed,	allowing	to	target	items	more	precisely•	
direct manipulation
